—
ANX Holding gains in strength with the
takeover of Telematica Internet Service Provider GmbH
—
The Klagenfurt-based holding company with the international IT service provider Anexia
expands its portfolio with the purchase of the telephony and DSL provider for the home
and business sector.
Klagenfurt/Graz, January 25, 2016 – supplying private customers and companies of any size with the right IT
services – that is the objective of ANX Holding. In addition to the globally acting managed hosting company and
software developer Anexia, the computer center operator Datasix as well as the service provider ISQ Solutions
and emerion WebHosting are also a part of ANX Holding and their wide range of IT services. The takeover of the
Austrian telecommunication provider Telematica now means that comprehensive telephony and DSL services
have been added.
The acquisition of Telematica Internet Service Provider GmbH (https://www.telematica.at/) was concluded in
January 2016. Neither of the companies want to disclose the purchase price. Thus, not only is Telematica’s
management, working with CEO Matthias Hohl, now a part of the ANX team, but all employees and customer
contracts have also been taken over by the holding company. Matthias Hohl looks forward to future
cooperation: “The takeover by ANX Holding with their globally positioned IT service provider Anexia makes it
possible for us to make new investments in highly modern IT solutions for our customers and significantly
strengthen our market position. We look forward to the opportunity of offering even higher quality products in
the future.”
Telematica is a provider of professional telecommunication solutions at its location in Graz with a clear focus on
the Austrian market. Housing, cloud services and hosting tariffs are also among their products for business and
private customers.
Above all, we were very impressed with the advanced range of VoIP solutions offered by Telematica, which
perfectly supplements our existing range of products. This allows us to take a further important step on the way
to becoming a full-service IT provider for the most diverse customers – from enterprise business to private
persons,” reflects Alexander Windbichler, CEO of ANX Holding, satisfied with the acquisition. With the takeover
of another IT provider after ISQ Solutions and emerion WebHosting, ANX Holding is now also in the position of
being able to develop the telephony business segment. This enables the complete solution provider to handle all
areas of the internet infrastructure in the home and business area from the local computer center locations in
Vienna and Klagenfurt.

About ANX Holding
ANX Holding is a globally networked holding company of businesses from the IT services and software
development sectors. The holding was founded by Alexander Windbichler in 2012 and serves for strategic
alignment as well as the bundling of expertise of the companies involved. Its portfolio currently includes, among
others, the companies Anexia, Datasix and ISQ Solutions. More information: www.anx-holding.com
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